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TECH WHITE PAPER 

 
What do we accomplish with our solution compared to stock?  
Reliably providing the best possible user experience on an Android device. 

 
What are the benefits of our solution compared to stock?  
● Maintain a stable & smooth 60fps UI even in the most challenging conditions. 
● Apps that have not been highly optimized will still reach 60fps. 
● Deliver a smooth 60fps UI with a lot less resources. 
● Be able to operate with a lower OPP (frequency per cpu core). 
● Dissipate less heat by running at a lower frequency per cpu core. 
● Efficiently manage cpu cores to require the least amount of computing resources. 
● All this enhancements lead to a minimum 10% and up to 55%  of battery saving. 

 
What makes our solution unique compared to stock? 
● Our suite of algorithms take control of key parts of the Linux kernel to intelligently 

manage the resources while striving to maintain smooth 60fps only when it's needed 
and only where it is important. 

 
● To achieve the opposing goals of delivering best user experience while reaching 

maximum battery life, our low level algorithms, among other things, focus on the 
important app and impose strict control on all other competing and chaotic 
background noise. 

 
● Our suite of algorithms work on a thread level to achieve smooth intelligent 

scheduling, specifically adapted to the Android platform needs. 
With that level of precision, our algorithms can deliver smoother performance with 
less computing power by scheduling in the most efficient manner possible. 
Thanks to the intelligence that our algorithms bring, less cpu cycles are wasted doing 
kernel management routines, more cycles are available to the important app when it 
needs it the most in the most distributed & optimized sequence possible.  

 
● By tapping into the rendering pipeline, our algorithms have real-time information of 

every single step and can anticipate when there will be janking or a dropped frame 
and hence take corrective measures in microseconds. Our Anti-Janking algorithms 
ensure the smoothest user experience with the least amount of power. 

 
● Our algorithms inter-operate at the lowest level to ensure that all important threads 

are given the proper sequence & execution time in the most optimized way possible to 
avoid any energy wasting overhead. Among others we achieve a drastic reduction in 
“Context Switch” number that can be more than a 1.000 times less. 


